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The Company

Felix Srl is born from the idea and the experience gained in parking management of shopping centers by its members and their close associates. Felix Srl has extraordinary resources as working
members who share their vision, mission, strategy and business objectives. Everyone has in fact
the same entrepreneurial spirit and orientation to customer satisfaction that characterizes the entire
Company and of which the quality policy is the best expression.

Felix srl

Our support
to your
needs
From idea
to analysis,
from design
to realization.

In case of:
- new construction
- area’s redevelopment

directly realization
or simple consultancy
- Supply of equipment
(barriers, traffic lights,
automatic cash, integrated
management systems)

Skills

The know-how matured till now become valuable tools for consultancy.
The Technical Department, composed of specialized technicians, guarantees timeliness interventions
of maintenance. The presence of all the national territory is guaranteed by a network of technical
and operational teams, to ensure the best service even with warnings of a few hours. All staff and
services are constantly monitored by the Central Office, 24-hour a day, 365 days a year, which
coordinates and manages all activities and supervision according to precise needs of the customer.

- Vertical and horizontal
road signs and markings
- Testing and control

Felix srl

A unique
partner
for all
your needs

Parking
management

Parking management is the organization of private land adjacent to facilities open to the public,
such as supermarkets, shopping centers, hospitals, bathing beaches, nightclubs, temporary events,
etc. to coordinate in an efficient, orderly and safe parked cars and the flows of entry and exit based
on the needs of the customer who will derive the most benefit. A parking area is also well organized
one important sales tool that can influence the sales of up to 10%; In fact, customers will be more
tempted if they will always find a free parking space at their disposal.

MANAGEMENT WITH
OVERSIGHT
Access control, coordination,
traffic routing and surveillance
are made with qualified staff,
courteous and competent,
multilingual if necessary, present
both in incoming way and
outgoing way; useful for short
periods and areas where it is
not possible to install automatic
parking systems.
SEMIAUTOMATIC
MANAGEMENT
One of the two fluxes (Input or
output) is controlled by the staff,
while the other to an automatic
barrier. This solution has for
example entrance through a
barrier with the print of ticket
reporting ingoing time, and
the way out controlled by the
guardian; useful in supermarkets
where the the customer has the
right to park for free when does
shopping.
AUTOMATIC MANAGEMENT
All ways are regulated by an
automatic park system with
automatic cash and remote
issues management Central
Office or nearby personnel. In
this way any staff if present can
be referred to a specific job such
as customers welcome, aiding
for the maneuvers, or simple
surveillance for the purpose of
safety.

Felix srl

Technical
assistance

For existing automations or for products installed by us; our company is able to provide
complete maintenance to almost any automatic and semi-automatic machines, of all brands.

Automatic
parking systems
AUTOMATIC SYSTEMS
Automatic parking systems are
indispensably, useful and functional,
and are always subject to customers
use that does not always understand
the functions , bad weather and often
to vandalism, with frequent service
interruptions. The best way to ensure
the correct functionality is to constantly
checks of our technicians that prevent
various drawbacks happenings that
could cause the block, often for trivial
reasons, and repair any issue. The
timing of the interventions is fully
customizable from 4 to 150 annual
visits.
MAINTENANCE
- Repair breakdowns
- Spare parts replacement
- Reload ticket
- Removing used tickets
- Cleaning mechanical and electronic
products with specific products
- Test functionality of individual
elements
- Consumables
- General testing and recovery service
MANAGEMENT
- Urgent intervention within 12 hours
from the call
- Supply of spare parts
- Cash management
- Cash discharge
- Changegiver reload
- Reporting
- Management of the amount
collected with separate billing and tax
computation
- Supply of tickets
- Insurance for damages caused to
things and peoples from the automatic
system (for example barriers).
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Solutions
for all needs
other
services
For your customers
- Valet parking
- Welcome service
- Shuttle Bus
For your security
- Video surveillance with Central
Office 24h a day connected with
Police.
- Road markings and signs.
- Insurance for car parks and
automations.

Our customers

A the present day Felix Srl is not only a Services Supplier, but is a
partner of important privates Companies.

For your image
- Personalized signs
- Ticket back’s customization
For all needs
- Cleaning (sacks rotation, green
areas, etc.)
- Collecting trolleys
(supermarkets)
- Snow clearance
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